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Established on September 8, 2019, the Eagles Autism Foundation was formed to centralize all of the team’s autism activities into
one organization, while strengthening its core mission of turning autism awareness into action. Led by Chairman and CEO Jeffrey
Lurie, the team’s commitment to raising funds for autism research and care has grown exponentially, raising more than $10 million
since launching the Eagles Autism Challenge in May 2018.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that one in 54 people living in the United States are on the autism
spectrum. Autism is a complex neurological and developmental condition that expresses itself differently in each individual. While
it has become one of the fastest-growing developmental disorders in the country, autism has historically been underfunded,
misunderstood and under-researched.
By providing critical resources, supporting medical discoveries and helping to position Philadelphia as a base for scientific
research, the Eagles Autism Foundation is transforming lives for individuals and families affected by autism.

Eagles Autism Challenge
pres. by Lincoln Financial Group

$10,000,000+ raised in the first three years

The Eagles Autism Challenge presented by Lincoln Financial
Group is a one-day bike ride and family-friendly 5K run/walk that
donates 100% of participant-raised funds to leading institutions
conducting cutting-edge autism research and care.
In partnership with the founding beneficiaries - Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia, Drexel University, and Thomas Jefferson
University and Jefferson Health - along with local and national
institutions specializing in autism research, the Eagles are
bringing fresh ways of thinking to the field.
Thanks to the more than $10 million raised, a total of 25
research projects and community grants have been funded for
exploratory work in the field of autism.
For more information, visit EaglesAutismChallenge.org.
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Sensory Room
pres. by Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
On August 4, 2019, the Eagles became one of the first sports franchises to build a stateof-the-art sensory room in its home venue. Now certified by KultureCity as a sensoryinclusive stadium, the Lincoln Financial Field Sensory Room presented by Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia promotes an accommodating and positive experience for all
guests and fans with sensory challenges. The 500-square-foot, state-of-the-art sensory
room has been carefully designed by top medical professionals to ensure a quieter
and more secure environment. The certification process included the training of every
Eagles employee and stadium staff member.

Popcorn for the People
To help combat the unemployment rate in the autism community, the Eagles Autism
Foundation and Aramark, the team’s food and beverage partner at Lincoln Financial
Field, have teamed up with Popcorn for the People, a non-profit organization dedicated
to creating meaningful employment for those with autism and developmental
disabilities. Popcorn for the People trains and hires adults with autism to create, cook,
package and sell uniquely flavored gourmet popcorn. A portion of the proceeds from
the popcorn sold at Lincoln Financial Field benefits the Eagles Autism Foundation. The
Eagles are the first pro sports team to partner with Popcorn for the People.

Eagles Radiothon
pres. by Firstrust Bank & The Green Family Foundation
The Eagles Radiothon presented by Firstrust Bank and the Green Family Foundation
is a multi-day auction held on SportsRadio 94WIP that offers fans the opportunity to
bid on exclusive sports and entertainment experiences involving their favorite Eagles
players and 94WIP radio personalities. The 2019 Eagles Radiothon raised $363,746,
the most ever in program history.

Eagles Huddle Up for Autism
Eagles Huddle Up for Autism is a family-friendly event held annually at Lincoln Financial
Field. Designed specifically for guests on the autism spectrum, Huddle Up features
special appearances by Eagles players and cheerleaders, live entertainment, games
and exclusive locker room tours. The 10th annual Huddle Up set record numbers in
2019 with more than 6,000 participants and $140,000 raised for the Center for Autism
Research at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia.

50/50 Raffle
Through the Eagles Autism Foundation 50/50 Raffle, one lucky fan at every Eagles
home game walks away a winner. Fans can purchase tickets for a 50/50 drawing at
Lincoln Financial Field for a chance to win half of the jackpot. The other half supports
the Eagles Autism Foundation. Raffle tickets can be purchased from kiosks and roving
sellers located throughout the stadium.

Training Camp Practice
Training camp practices at Lincoln Financial Field serve as a vehicle to drive critical
funds for autism research and care, with proceeds benefiting the Eagles Autism
Foundation. As part of the team’s training camp practice on August 4, 2019, more than
45,000 fans came out to support the team, while raising over a half million dollars
($506K) for the cause.
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